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CHAPTER-0 
NOTE ON CONVENTIONS 
Here we s t a t e a few conven t i ons , which w i l l be used 
throughout the d i s s e r t a t i o n , o t h e r d e f i n i t i o n s w i l l be in t roduced 
as they become n e c e s s a r y . 
0 . 1 . THE SYMBOLS IN. \R AND C 
IN, IR and C w i l l be used t o d e n o t e , r e s p e c t i v e l y 
the s e t of a l l p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s , the s e t of a l l r e a l numbers, 
and the s e t of a l l complex numbers. 
0*2 . LIM, SUP AND INF 
By l im, sup and inf we mean l im , 
n n n n—> « 
sup and inf r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
n = 0 , l , 2 , n = 0 , l , 2 , 
0 . 3 . CONSTANT K. 
Throughout we write K to denote an absolute constant, 
not necessarily the same at tach occurrence. 
0.4. SUMMATION CONVENTIONS 
By Z f(n), we mean the sum of all values of f(n) 
a 
for which a_<n_<p;if p < a , this is zero. Summations are 
over 0,1,2, , when there is no indication to the contrary. 
If (x^) = (x,,X2,X2» •) is a sequence of terms, then by 
: 2 : 
Z x^ we mean Z x , and we shall sometimes write as I x 
where no possible confusion can arise. 
0.5. ORDER NOTATION ' 
If g is a positive function of a variable which tends 
to a given limit, we shall write 
f = o(g), if f/g > 0. 
In p a r t i c u l a r , 
•f = o ( l ) ' means tha t f > 0 . 
0 .6 . FINITE DIFFERENCES 
For any sequence (f ) , we wri te 
^ \ = ^n ^ 
A f n = A ' f n = ^ n - V l ' 
0 .7 , MATRIX A 
Throughout this dissertation A denotes an infinite 
matrix (Sj^ i^ )* 
0.8, SEQUENCES 
x denotes the sequence. x=(Xj^)^real ot" complex. 
: 3 : 
and 
and 
0.9. SEQUENCE SPACES 




= /o,0 ,0,l{kth place),0,0 , for all k <£ IN ^ , 
s= -[1,1.l» ?. 
We denote by 
(j) := iset of all finite sequences C 
{.« »= i'x : sup Ix^ l < CO 2, 
{ c := ^ X : x^ >{_ 6. C, as n 
c :» J X : x^ > 0, as n > » C, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , the Banach spaces of f i n i t e , bounded, convergen t 
and n u l l sequences wi th the usua l norm: 
X I I = sup |x I 
n>0 " 
We note t h a t 
V : = ( x : E |x^ - x ^ ^ J < « , x^ = o | 
• 4 • 
the space of sequence of bounded v a r i a t i o n , i s a Banach space 
with the usua l norm: 
and 
and 
'^ 11 =^ I'^ n - V l l -
Also , we de f ine 
cs := ^ X : Z X i s convergent f, 
i= Sx '. Z ^1'^n " '^n+ll ®^ convergen t and 
tp := ^x : E | x j^< - j 
x„ > 0 , as n > oo 
n 
< ooK 0 < p < » ; 
•S := ] x : l im - E I x. - ^ | = 0 , for some {!,£Ci» C n " k=l '^  j 
Le t us w r i t e 
\ = V^l- ' ""^ n' ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ =^^nj ^^ ' 
•j^  n+k 
1 " 
= n(n+l) j ^ ^ J ^'^k-fj - ' ^ k + j - P -
Then 
:= -j X : lim t^ j^ (x) exists uniformly in k, ^£^^\* 
t : = fx : sup |(|)„^ k(x)l < «., ^^ l^ j 
c := ^ X : lim t , (x) > 0, as n > » t uniformly 
i n k, X £l7f 
A . . ^ - J 
and 
A 
V : * j x : E |(t)j^  k^'^^l ^ **• uniformly in k, x £ f.^  >. 
Again, l e t us w r i t e 
n j 
*n,k - H + r j ! ^ \ » ^x^ - V n ) * 
where a is- a 1-1 mapping of IN into itself, such that 
a^in) -^ n, for all n,m G IN, where o'"(n) denotes the mth 
iterate of the mapping a at n; and 
y^n,k(^) = "n.k'x) - \ n-l,k 
n 
^^^ A ^ ' V ( n ) " V-l(n)^" 
We def ine the s p a c e s ; 
a 
i=^x : l im t^ . e x i s t s uni formly in K t X ^ - C f, 
: 6 
a 
V := j X : E l]^,ic^'^^l ^ ~» uniformly in k, x^i^K 
Let p =« (p ) be a sequence of s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e numbers 
with sup p^ < oo. Then n n 
P 
c(p) : = | x : l im I x^--t| = 0 , for s o m e t ^ u ^ r , 
C Q ( P ) •= 7 X : l im |Xj^| = 0 J-, 
A P 
Ijp) : = | x : sup \<^^^^i^)\ " < ~ , x £ ^ ^ | . 
p A C ^ '^ n 
c(p) : = j x : l im I t^^^(x) - ( e j = 0 , 
uniformly in k, f o r some t a C . and x £ ^ ^ j , 
c«(p) s = "S X : l im I t^ i , (x) | = 0 , uni formly in kfXCi >, o ^ j^ n,K ooj 
L^ ^^  ' 4 ' ' n"k 'fn,k^ )^l " < "' '^eC}* 
C °^  fl ^" 
(p) i^j x : l im Itj^^k^'^^ " <-'®l = <^» 
a 
c 
uniformly in k, fo r some ^ G C f, 
P, 
( . (p ) : = ( x : E | x I " < CO f , 
i- n 
- l / p „ > 
M„(p) := U ^ x : E jx I N < «> U 
° N>1 C n " -* 
• 7 • 
p) : = j X : 1 im ^ E I Xu- t I = 0, f or somet £ C f, 
^ n " k=l '^  -^  «• 
n+1 
r 1 "^ =2 ^n 7 
ces(p) :=^x : I —r ( Z |x.|) < « f. 
If p = p, for all n, we have c (p) = c , c(p) = c, 
c 
o Up) = V OP) = L . ?(P) =?. J^P) =L. ?o(P) = 
and v^p) = vr • 
0 . 10 . CLASS OF MATRICES 
Let X and Y be two non-empty s u b s e t s of the space s^ 
A = (ani,)» (n ,k = 1»2, ) be an i n f i n i t e m a t r i x of r e a l or 
complex numbers . 
We wr i t e 
^n*"* = ^ ^nk "k-
[v«)i Then Ax = -^ Ajx)J- is c a l l e d the A- t ransform of x. Also 
l im Ax = l im A ( x ) , 
n n n~~> oo 
whenever i t e x i s t s . If x € X imp l i e s Ax^Y, we say t h a t A 
d e f i n e s a (mat r ix ) t r a n s f o r m a t i o n from X i n t o Y, denoted by 
A : X > Y. By (X,Y) we mean the c l a s s of m a t r i c e s A such 
t h a t A : X —> Y. By (X,Y;P) we mean the subse t of (X,Y) fo r 
which l i m i t s or sums are p r e s e r v e d . 
: 8 : 
0.11. IFF 
Throughout this dissertat ion iff denotes the phrase, 




1.1« A sequence space is defined to be a linear space 
of sequences with elements in another space. We shall regard 
all linear spaces in occxarrertce to be complex and matrices 
occuring therein have compXex entries. 
In his famous treatise: "Analyse Algebrique**, CAUCHY [6j 
gave a rigorous definitive formulation of the now classical 
concept of •convergence* for infinite series. Given any infinite 
series Z a , (x^) denotes the sequence of its 'partial sums', 
n n ^ "^  ' 
i.e. t 
n 
x_ = E a. (n = 0,1,2, ). 
" k=0 "^  
Suppose that there is a number C such that (x ) converges to C 
i.e., given £ > 0, there exists an integer N such that 
Un "^^ ^ S* ^^^ ^^^ n > N. Cauchy defines the 'sum' of 
J) a as the number C . Since there cannot exist two such numbers 
v., this definition of the sum of an infinite series is unique. 
1) 
A series which has a sum in Cauchy's sense is said to be convergent . 
A series which is not convergent is called divergent. 
The first general extension of convergence was done by 
Frobenious (1880) whose idea of summation was based on arithmatic 
1) The term 'convergent' was first introduced by Gregory in 1667. 
: 10 : 
means. In the above r e p l a c e the sequence (x ) of p a r t i a l sums 
by the sequence of ' a r i t h m a ^ i c means' or ' ( C , l ) - m e a n s » of (x ) , 
denoted by (cr ) , where 
X + X, + Xo + + X 
(1.1.1) a „ = - ^ — ^ — h i "-
I f l im a . = ( f we c a l l vL the ' ( C » l ) —sum' of Zg (o r the 
n—>oo " n 
( C - l ) - l i m i t of (x )) and say t h a t the sequence (x ) , o r the 
s e r i e s E a i s ( C , l ) - c o n v e r g e n t (o r (C, l ) -summable) to *- . 
We observe (i) that Z a may be summable (C,l) to L whenever 
E a„ (or (x„)) converges to L and (ii) E a^  may be summable 
n n n ' 
(C,l) even in certain cases in which E a fails to converge, 
e.g., 1-1 + 1-1 + , although divergent, is summable 
(C,l) to i . 
More g e n e r a l l y , we can r e p l a c e (<?_) by the sequence (y_)» 
de f ined by the sequence- to - sequence ma t r i x t r a n s f o r m a t i o n : 
( 1 . 1 . 2 ) y^ = E a^^ Xj^  ( n = 0 , l , 2 , , ) , 
Iv 
the series on the right defining y being assumed to converge 
to V for each n, where a , is the element of the matrix A 
'n nk 
in the nth row and kth column. The sequence (xj^), or the series 
E a , will be said to be summable A to the sum t , if lim y = L. 
" n—>« " 
: 11 : 
This trend was followed by many analysts notable among 
them being Cesaro, Holder, Riesz, Norlund, Euler, Hausdroff, 
Abel and so on. However, summation methods as a class of 
transformations of matrices was initially studied by Toeplitz ^  
Kojima, Steinhaus and Schur (1911 - 1921). Recently this has 
been developed by several mathematicians e.g., LORENTZ [l7], 
KING [13], EIZEN and LAUSH [8], MADDOX [l8j, NANDA [28] and 
MURSALEEN [23], In the present dissertation we discuss 
characterization problems of classes of matrices in some 
sequence spaces. 
Besides giving some relevant definitions and notations 
which are required in the sequel (and were not emphasized in 
chapter 0), this chapter has been devoted to the developments 
of the concept of convergence ((C,l)-convergence) and study of 
matrix transformations between sequence spaces related to these 
generalized concepts of convergence. 
1.2. In this section we recall the following well known 
definitions. 
Let the elements of A be real or complex numbers and 
let X = (xj^ ) be a sequence. We write 
^(^) = I ^ k '^ k' 
: 12 : 
whenever the s e r i e s on the r i g h t conve rges . Then Ax = (A (x ) ) 
i s c a l l e d the A- t rans form of x . A l so , 
lira Ax = l im A (x) , 
n n — > 00 ^ 
whenever it exists. 
Definition 1.2.1,Characteristic of a Conservative matrix 
Let A^(c,c). Then A is called a conservative (or 
convergence preserving) matrix. If, in addition, lim A (x)=lim x , 
n n 
then A is called regular and we write A^(c,c;P). For a 
conservative matrix A, 
X (A) = lim E a - S (lima ), 
n k ""^  k n "^ 
i s c a l l e d the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of A. The numbers l im a . , 
n ^^ 
k == 1 ,2 , and l im E a . a re r e f e r r e d to as the c h a r a c t e r -
n k ""^  
istic numbers of A. 
Dtfinition 1.2.2* Co-regular and Co-null matrices 
Let A€(c,c). Then A is co-regular iff XiA) ^ 0 , 
and A is co-null otherwise. 
Definition 1.2.3» Coercive matrix 
The matrix A is coercive iff, Ax ^  c, for all 
: 13 : 
xe i , i.e., A e ilfO), 
OO CO 
Concerning the regularity of a matrix transformation 
SILVERMAN and TOEPLITZ (see [ll]) gave the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2,1, (Silverman - Toeplitz): 
A e (c,c;P) iff 
(i) sup S la . I < CO, 
n k ^^ 
^^^^ ^nk ^ ° (n —> OO, k fixed), 
(iii) E a^^ > 1 (n — > « ) . 
There is a slight generalization of the above theorem by 
KOJIMA - SCHUR (see [ll]), which concerns conservative matrices. 
Theorem 1.2.2» (Kojima - Schur): 
A € (c,c) iff 
(i) sup L la I < OO, 
n k "'^  
( i i ) for each p, there exis ts 
CO 
l im E a , = a^. 
n k=p ""^  P 
The following theorem, which was proved by SCHUR [40] in 
1921, concerns with coercive matrices. 
: 14 : 
Theorem 1.2 ,3 , (Schur): 
A € ( t ,c) iff 
CO 
( i ) lim a . e x i s t s for each k, 
n ^^ 
Cii) Z | a . | converges uniformly in n. 
k ^^ 
Thus, the Toepli tz matrices form a subset of the 
co-regular mat r ices , which in turn form a subset of the 
conservative mat r ices , i . e . , 
( c , c ; P ) < C ( d , c ) < : I ( t , C). 
Every matrix in (C. ,c) i s c o - n u l l . 
OO 
For other results in this context references may be 
made to Chapter II. 
1.3. BANACH LIMIT AND ALMOST CONVERGENCE 
Definition 1.3.1. Banach Limit (See L^J, p. 33-34) 
Let X » (x ) be a bounded sequence, and 
1 ^ (1.4.1) P(x ) = inf lim sup -^  E x . , 
Xj^,X2,... .,nj^ j "^  p=l "p -^  
where k is a positive integer and x.,....,n. is an arbitrary 
subset of integers. 
15 f-i . 
Then a linear functional \ L(x ), which satisfies the 
condition 
L(x^) < P{x^) 
for all bounded sequences x, Is called a Banach limit. 
The following theorem on Banach limit is well-known, 
(see Petersen [31], Theorem 3.1.5). 
Theorem 1.3.1. A Banach limit, L satisfies the 
following conditions 
(i) L(Ax^) = aL(x^), for all a, 
(ii) L(Xj^+y^)= L(x^) + L(y^), 
(iii) L(x^^^) = L(x^), 
(iv) L(e) = 1, 
(v) X 2 0 (n = 1,2,....) implies L(x ) 2 0. 
In 1948, LORENTZ [l7] introduced a new concept of 
convergence, which is narrowly connected with the limit of S. 
Banach and it is, at the same time, a generalization of (C,l)-
convergence. Thus, it is a summation method which assigns a 
l) For the definition of linear functionals and other concepts 
of Functional Analysis, references may be made to Maddox [18] 
16 : 
generalized limit to certain bounded sequences. The sequences 
which are summable by this method are called almost convergent. 
Definition 1.3.2. (See [3l]): A sequence x S t i 
_____________ ^^  
said to be almost convergent to u, if each Banach limit of 
is L . 
The space of all almost convergent sequences is denoted 
. A 
by c. 
Lorentz also characterized the space c in the form of 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3.2, ([17], Theorem 1): 
A sequence x = (x ) is almost convergent iff 
x_ + x_., + + X 
n • "n+1 ' ' n + k - l _ P 
k—> 
l in i ^ 
oo 
uniformly in n. 
The most remarkable property is that most of the 
commonly used matrix methods contain this method. 
Using this new concept of convergence KING [l3], and 
EIZEN and LAUSH [8] have recently introduced more general 
classes of matrices than the conservative, regular and coercive 
17 
matrices. 
Definition 1.3.3, Almost Conservative matrix 
The matrix A is said to be almost conservative iff, 
Ax & c for all x 6. c, that is, A ^ (c,c). 
Definition 1.3.4. Almost Regular matrix 
The matrix A is said to be almost regular if A € ( C , C ) 
and L(A (x)) = lim x , and we write A^(c,$;P). 
n 
Definition 1.3.5, Almost Coercive matrix 
The matrix A is said to be almost coercive iff, 
Ax ^  c for all x ^  c , and we write AG.{\. ,c) . 
oo oo 
Definition 1.3.6. Strongly regular matrix ([ 31]) 
The matrix A is said to be strongly regular if it 
limits every almost convergent seguence (x ) to the value to 
which it is almost convergent. 
For results in this context references may be made to 
Chapter II. 
1.4. INVARIANT MEANS AND q~CONVERGENCE 
Recently SCHAEFER [39], generalized the concept of 
: 18 
Banach l i m i t and Almost convergence to those of I n v a r i a n t Mean 
(or cj-mean) and a -convergence . 
Def in i t ion 1 . 4 . 1 , I n v a r i a n t Means 
Le t CT be a mapping of fN i n t o i t s e l f . A con t inuous 
l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l (t) on t. i s s a i d to be an i n v a r i a n t mean 
00 
(or a a-mean) i f f 
( i ) <i)(x) 2 0» when the sequence x = (x ) has x 2 0 , 
for a l l n, 
( i i ) (t)(e) = 1, 
and 
( i i i ) 4)((x^(^)) =( i ) (x) , for a l l x€.i^ 
For X = (x ) , we w r i t e 
Analogous to a lmost convergence , o -convergence•has a l s o 
been c h a r a c t e r i z e d a s : 
Theorem 1 . 4 . 1 . (See [39] ) 
A sequence x = ( x „ ) ^ i, i s a -convergen t i f f 
1 4 „ X + TX 4- - f i x -Ht ^ 
lim ^^ -I e, 
m—7 •» 
: 19 
uniformly in n,{^* being the common value of a l l a-means 
X (see [32] ) , i . e . , ^' = a - lim x. 
More r ecen t ly , SCHAEFER [39] gave the analogous notions 
of a-conservat ive , o-regular and a-coercive matrices as genera-
l i z a t i o n s of almost conservat ive , almost regular and almost 
coercive mat r ices . 
Definition 1 .4.2. o-Conservative matrix 
The matrix A i s said to be a-conservat ive iff 
a a 
Ax €. c for all x €: c, and we write A ^  (c,c) . 
Definition 1.4.3. o-Reqular matrix 
The matrix A is said to be a-regular iff A is 
a-conservative and a-lim Ax = lim x for all x G. c, and we 
a 
write A £. (c,c;P) . 
Definition 1 .4 .4 . a-Coercive matrix 
a 
The matrix A i s said to be a-coercive iff Ax ^ c 
. a 
for all x€.t » and we write A€(-C ,c) . 
For results in this context references may be made to 
Chapter II. 
20 : 
1.5, In t h i s sect ion w# discuss some charac te r i za t ion 
theorems for the space h due to RAO [33 ] , 
Definition 1 .5.1.(See [44]) 
Let X be an FK-space containing (j). Then i t s p-dual 
denoted by X^  i s defined as 
xP = [ pCe'^) : p e x ' | . 
Definition 1.5.2. (See [33]) 
A coordinate space (or, K-space) is a vector space of 
numerical sequences where addition and scalar multiplication 
are defined pointwise. 
Definition 1.5.3. (See [33]) 
A BK-space is a K-space which is also a Banach space 
with continuous coordinate functionals 
f,^ (x) = x^, (k = 1,2 ). 
Definition 1 .5 .4 . (See [33]) 
A BK-space X i s said to have AK-property (or 
sec t ional convergence) iff 
x^ - x | | >^ 0 , as n > oo. 
: 21 : 
Theorem 1.5.1. 
A £(h»c^) iff 
(i) lim a = 0, k = (1,2, ), 
n—> oo ^^ 
1 ^ (ii) sup ^ 1 Z a 1 < CO. 
n,k ^ v=l ^^ 
Theorem 1.5.2. 
A e (h,c) iff 
(i) lim a^ . exists, (k = 1,2, ), 
n-—^  oo 
(ii) sup i 1 Z a I < CO. 
n,k v=l 
Theorem 1.5.3. 





(i) E la^ ui converges, (k = 1,2, ), 
n=l ^^ 
(ii) sup i Z I I a I < «. 
k ^ n=l v=l "^ 
Theorem 1.5.5. 
Ae(h,h) iff 
( i ) l im 
n — > CO 
a„, =0. ( k = l,2. 
^ oo K 
( i i i ) sup ^ S n 1 E (a 
: 22 : 
( i i ) E n l a ^ j ^ - 3n+l ,kl conve rges , (k = l , 2 , 
n=l 
) , 
wMtl^ S SHU fMHK ffiga 
I ^ iT ft 
pi S B dw MB ««. 
^ s i s f i f t A ialAft 
4M« «Hh 
CHAPTER-II 
CHARACTERIZATION OF MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN SOME 
SEQUENCE SPACES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall follow the definitions and notations of 
preceding chapters. The main object of the present chapter is 
to give a brief survey of results on matrix transformations 
between some sequence spaces. 
While working on the problems of limitation theory one 
must be acquainted with conditions characterizing matrix 
transformations between some frequently appearing spaces of 
sequences of real or complex numbers. It was STEIGLITZ and 
TIETZ [43] who made first attempt in this direction by 
considering 11 sequence spaces and gave a table for 121 classes 
of matrices. Their work contains a large number of results 
already surveyed by Zeller in an unpublished work ^ see [46]). 
MURSALEEN [23] and SARASWAT [36] also compiled some 42 and 54 
(including these 42) classes of matrices respectively. Recently 
AHMAD [1] considered some 23 sequence spaces and gave conditions 
concerning some 68 classes of matrices (including the aforesiad 
54) . 
i^)$ 





































































































































In section 2.2, we consider some 25 spaces of sequences 
and compile the results characterizing some 87 classes of 
matrices. All the results have already been published so we 
do not reproduce the proofs, and simply refer the sources. We 
give these results under section 2.3. 
2.2. RESULTS 
In the table given on.P.24 are given numbers which 
correspond to the results concerning classes of matrices that 
a 
one requires to find, e.g., the conditions for A^(v,v), one 
should see it under the No* 69 in section 2.3. 
2.3. In this section we give the results. Numbers in the 
begining refer to the numbers in the table of section 2.2. 
1. (Petersen [311. Theorem 1.3.1): 
OO OO OO Q CO 
(1.1) Sup E |a . I < OO. 
n k "'^  
2. (Hahn riOl» 1922); 
A £(v, I ) iff (2.1), (2.2) hold. 
: 26 
(2.1) Sup lE a J < CO, 
n k ""^  
(2.2) Sup I Z a I < ». 
n,r k=0 ^^ 
3. (Lascarides and Maddox [15]. Theorem 3); 
A ^ ( ( (p), I ) iff (3.1) holds. 
(3.1) for every integer N > 1 
Sup Z la^ l^ N < oo. 
n k 
4. (Lascarides [14]); 
A €l(c(p),£ ) iff (4.1), (4.2) hold. 
OO 
(4.1) there exists an absolute constant B > 1, such that 
-1/pk 
Sup E |a . I B < oo, 
n k ^^ 
(4.2) limEa^.=a, a S C . 
n k "'^  
5. (Lascarides |14]); 
A 6:(c„(p). t ) iff (4.1) holds. 
6. ( L a s c a r i d e s and Maddox [ l 5 j . Theorem 1 ) : 
A £ ( (.{p),i ) i f f ( 6 . 1 ) , ( 6 . 2 ) ho ld . 
27 
( 6 . 1 ) the re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1, such t h a t 
^k 1/pk 
sup E I a 
n k nk' 
B < ~, (1 < P,, 1 sup p . ; — - + TT = k ' P . 
( 6 . 2 ) sup la I < oo, 
n ,k ^^ 
(0 < P,^  < 1 ) . 
7 . ( L a s c a r i d e s [ 1 4 ] ) ; 
A € ( M , ( p ) , t j i f f ( 7 .1 ) ho lds 
(7 .1 ) the re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t 
l / p k 
sup | a „ , , | N < oo, for every n . 
n,k nk 
8. (Maddox flSl); 
A €.(wp ,^^) iff (8.1) holds for 0 < p < 1 
For p > If (8.2) holds. 




2^ <k<2^ '^ ^ 
r/p 
^nk' < "' 
1/q 
(8.2) Sup E 2 ( E 
n r 2^ <k<2^ '*'^  
a l"^) < «, 1 + 1 
nk' '' ' p q = 1 
9. (Lascarides and Maddox [15]); '"^ -
"i 
A€(W(P), tj iff (9.1) holds, l;- i)3i-iQoj 
"'^.. 
> ^ 
: 28 : 
(9.1) for every integer B > 1, 
r l/pk 
sup Z max M 2 V ^ ) |a^ j^ l < ~ j^ , (0 < p^ < 1). 
10. (Ljm [161. Theorem 1); 
A e.(ces(p), i ) iff (10.1) holds. 
(10.1) there exists an integer E > 1, such that. 
'^r -^r 
sup E (2 max | a . |) E < «, 
" ^ 2^<k<2^+l 
where 1 1 Pi, < sup p. < «>, and •-— + - — = 1. 
^ ~ k '^  Pk ^k 
11. (Hardy fill. Chapter 3. Theorem 3); 
AeC^^.c) iff (1.1), (11.1), (ll.3)^ =t>(ll.l) , (11.2) hold. 
(11.1) a^^ > a^ (n > «, k fixed), a ^ ^ C , 
(11.2) lim E |a j = S 1 lim a |, 
n k ""^  k n ""^  
(11.3) lim S |a^. - lim a„. | = 0. 
n k "^ n ""^  
12. (Hardy fll], Chapter 3, Theorem 1.2); 
A 6 ( C , C ) iff (1.1), (4.2), (11.1) hold. 
A£(c,c;P) iff (1.1),(12.1), (12.2) hold. 
29 : 
(12.1) lim a^ . = 0, for all k, 
n ^^ 
(12.2) lim Z a^ . = 1. 
n k "'^  
13. (Hardy m i U 
A£(c^,c) iff (1.1), (11.1) hold, 
14. (Hahn flOl • 1922): 
A£(v,c) iff (2.2), (4.2), (11.l) hold. 
15. (Lascarides and Maddox [15], Corollary to Theorem 3); 
A£(f^(p),c) iff (11.1), (15.1) hold. 
(15.1) " , for all N > 1, 
E |a . I N converges uniformly in n. 
k ^^ 
16. (Lascarides [l4l. Theorem 9); 
AG(c(p),c) iff (4.1), (4.2), (11.1) hold. 
Ae.(c(p),c:p) iff (4.1), (l2.1), (12.2) hold. 
17. (Lascarides fl'^ lt Corollary 2 to Theorem 9); 
Ae(c^(p),c) iff (4.1), (11.1) hold. 
30 : 
18. (Lascarides and Maddox [15], Corollary to Theorem 1); 
A€(t(p), c) iff (6.1), (6.2), (11.1) hold. 
19. (Lascarides [14]. Theorem 12); 
Ae.(MQ(p),c) iff (7.1), (11.1) hold. 
20. (Maddox [181. Chapter 7. Theorem 7); 
A£(w ,c) iff (8.1), (11.1) 4=:==?(4.2), (8.2), (11.l) hold. 
21. (Lascarides and Maddox [15] . Theorem 5); 
AC(w(p),c) iff (4.2), (9.1), (11.1) hold. 
22. (Lim [16]. Theorem 2); 
A^(c«s(p), c) iff (10.1), (11.1) hold. 
23. (Petersen [3l1. Chapter 1, Theorem 1.5.2. Corollary 2) 
A ^ ( ^ ,c^) iff (23.1) holds. 
'"^  oo O 
(23.1) lim E |a 1 = 0. 
n k ^^ 
24. (Hardy [ll]. Chapter 3. Corollary to Theorem 1) 
Ae(c, c^) iff (1.1), (11.1), (12.1) hold. 
31 
25. (Maddox flS]. Chapter 7. Theorem 1) 
A G.(c^,c^) iff (1.1), (12.1) hold. 
26. (Duran [71. Section 3): 
A 0.(1 (p), c ) iff (26.1) holds. 
(26.1) lim Z ja .j = 0 , uniformly in p. 
n—> « k=0 "'^  
27. (Lascarides [141. Theorem 12): 
A£(M^ (p),C ) iff (12.1), (27.1) hold. 
*^ o o 
(27.1) for every p = (p.) 
^k 
sup |a^.| N < oo, for every N > 1 
n,k ^^ 
28. (Nanda [27l . Theorem 2); 
A 
A £( L » £ ) iff (28.1) holds. 
oo ~ oo 




(^"'•^ "^^ ^ = ; i r r i ^ 4 i ^ ^n+j,k 
32 : 
2 9 . (Nanda r 2 7 l . Theorem 4 ) : 
A e ( C j p ) , ij i f f (29 .1) h o l d s . 
(29.1) for every integer N > 1, 
. l/pk 
Sup E I t(n,k,m) I N < <». 
n,m k 
30. (Nanda [27]« Theorem 6): 
A ^(c^(p), t ) iff (30.1) holds. 
(30 .1) the re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
- l / p k 
Sup (E 1 t (n ,k ,m) | N ) < « . 
n,m k 
31 • (Nanda [271. Theorem 8); 
A €.(t-(p), ^  ) iff (31.1) holds. 
"^" • OO 
(31.1) there exists an integer N > 1, such that 
^k -^k 
Sup E |t(n,k,m)| N < », 
n,m k 
Pk 
Sup |t(n,k,m)| < «, (0 < p,^  1 D • 
n >m 
: 33 : 
32 . (Khan and Khan [ 1 2 1 . Theorem 3) ; 
A e ( c e s ( p ) , I ) i f f (32 .1) h o l d s . 
oo 
(32 .1) there e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1, such t h a t 
oo r *^ r " ^ r 
Sup E [max | t ( n , k , m ) l 2 ] E < « , 
m,n r=0 r 
(1 < p < sup p < co; _ i - + - j i - = 1, r = 0 , 1 , 2 ) . 
r ^r ^r 
3 3 . (Eizen and Laush [ 8 ] , Theorem 1 ) ; 
AG.it , c) i f f ( 3 3 . 1 ) , ( 3 3 . 2 ) , (33 .3) h o l d . 
OO 
, n+m-1 
(33 .1 ) Sup (S i I I a^^l : m£IN) < «>, (n = 0 , 1 , ) , 
n k "* j=n J"^  
( 33 .2 ) the re e x i s t s a.CC, k£!N, such t h a t 
, n+m-1 
lim - E a. , = a. , uni formly in n , 
m j=n -' 
, n+m-1 
(33 .3 ) lim E ^ I E ( a . ^ - a,^| = 0 , uni formly in n . 
m k j'^n 
34. (King [ 1 3 1 . Theorem 3 . 1 . 3 . 2 ) ; 
A £ ( c , c ) i f f ( 3 3 . 1 ) , ( 3 3 . 2 ) , (34 .1 ) h o l d . 
A € . ( c , c ; P ) i f f (33 .1) ( 3 4 . 2 ) , (34 .3) h o l d . 
( 3 4 . 1 ) the re e x i s t s a £ C, such t h a t 
: 34 : 
^ n+m-1 
l i m - £ E a . . = a , u n i f o r m l y i n n , 
m j=n k -' 
, n+m-l 
( 3 4 . 2 ) l i m -^  E a . . = 0 , u n i f o r m l y in n , f o r a l l k, 
m ™ j=n J*^  
, n+m-1 
( 3 4 . 3 ) l i m ^ S Z a . , = 1 , u n f o r m l y i n n . 
m "" j=n k J*^  
3 5 . (Nanda [ 2 8 1 . Theorems 2 . 3 ) ; 
A £ ( v , c ) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , ( 3 4 . 1 ) , ( 3 5 . 1 ) h o l d . 
A £ : ( v , c , P ) i f f ( 3 4 . 2 ) , ( 3 4 . 3 ) , ( 3 5 . 1 ) h o l d . 
oo . m—1 
( 3 5 . 1 ) Sup I E ^ S a . . 1 < « , ( r , n = 1 , ) 
ra k=r ^ j=0 n+J'^^ 
3 6 . (Nanda [ 2 6 1 . Theorem 5 ) ; 
A€.{t^ ( p ) , c ) i f f ( 3 3 . 1 ) , ( 3 3 . 3 ) , ( 3 6 . 1 ) h o l d . 
(36.1) for all integer N > 1, and a^€. C, 
, n+m-1 1/pk 
lim E |( ^  E a.^ - a^ )l N = 0, 
m k j=n -" 
uniformly in n. 
37. (Nanda [26 1. Theorem 3.4); 
Ae(c(p), c) iff (33.2), (34.1), (37.1) hold. 
A£(c(p), c:P) iff (34.2), (34.3), (37.1) hold. 
35 : 
( 3 7 . 1 ) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1 , such t h a t 
, n+m-1 - l / p k 
S u p E I A E a . , I B < CO, f o r a l l n . 
m k "^  j=n ~>^ 
3 8 . (Nanda [ 2 6 ] , C o r o l l a r y t o Theorem 3 ) ; 
A € ( c ^ ( p ) , c) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , ( 3 7 . 1 ) h o l d . 
3 9 . (Nanda [ 2 8 ] . Theorem 1 ) ; 
A e ( ^ ( p ) , c) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , ( 3 9 . 1 ) h o l d . 
( 3 9 . 1 ) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t f o r a l l n , 
, n+m~l q. l / q k 
m k j = n 
( 1 < Pk < « ; ^ + ^ = 1 ) . 
•^  Pk ^k 
, n+m-1 Pk 
Sup I ^ £ a . . I < « , (0 < p, < 1 ) . 
m,k "" j=n -''^ ^ 
4 0 . (Nanda [ 2 8 l . Theorem 7 ) ; 
A 6 ( M Q ( P ) , C) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , ( 4 0 . 1 ) h o l d . 
( 4 0 . 1 ) f o r e v e r y i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
, 1 n+m-1 1/Pl« 
m"k ' ^ /=„ 'J'^ ' "" ' "' ' °" ''' "• 
41. (Nanda [28l. Theorem 6.8): 
/Vs* A 6 ( W ,c) iff (33.2), (34.1), (41.1) hold for 1 £ p < «, 
: 36 : 
A6.(Wp,c:P) iff (34.2), (34.3), (40.1) with P,^  = P for 
all k hold < •>(34.2), (34.3), (41.1) hold for 0 < p < «. 
oo r/p k=2^+l , n+m-1 ^ ^^^ 
(41.1) Sup E 2 ( S 1^ Z a.. 1 ) < «, 
m r=0 ^_^r "^  j=n ^^ k=r 
for all n, — + — = 1 . 
P q 
42. (Nanda [28]. Theorem 5); 
A£(w(p), c) iff (33.2), (34.1), (42.1),hold. 
(42 .1 ) t he re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t , f o r a l l n , 
r - 1 l/P'^ , n+m-l 
Sup S max ( 2 N ) j ^ 2 a ^ , , | < o o , 
2^<k<2^ m' r=0 „ r , . .^r+1 ' "* j=n ^^ 
(0 1 Pu 1 ! ) • 
4 3 . (Khan and Khan [ 1 2 ] , Theorem l ) t 
A ^ ( c e s ( p ) , c) i f f ( 4 3 . 1 ) , (43 .2) hold, 
(43 .1 ) l im a(n ,k ,m) = a. , (un i fo rmly in n ,k f i x e d ) , 
m—^  oo 
(43 .2 ) the re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 , such t h a t , fo r a l l n , 
» r *^ r '"^r 
Sup E [max | a ( n , k , m ) | 2 ] E < « , 
m r=0 r 
and ~ + ~ = l , r = 0 , l , 2 , 
r "^ r 
37 : 
44. (Duran [7], Corollary 3.4); 
A 6 ( £ , C ) iff (35.1), (44.1) hold. 
oo O 
, n+m-l 
(44.1) lim i E £ |a,,l = 0 , uniformly in n £ IN. 
m ™ j=n k J'^  
45. (King [13], Corollary to Theorem 3.1); 
Ae(co, c ) iff (35.1), (45.1) hold. 
, n+m-l 
(45.1) lim -• E |a-ii,l = 0 , uniformly in n, for all k. 
m ^ j=n -^^ 
46. (Nanda [26], Corollary to Theorem 5); 
A£{i (p), c^) iff (35.1), (46.1) hold. 
(46.1) for all integers N > 1, 
, n+m-l l/pk 
lim i E E ja.. 1 N = 0 , uniformly in n. 
m ^ j=n k J*^  
47. (Nanda [281. Corollary to Theorem 1); 
A^( t(p), ^ Q) iff (34.2), (39.1) hold. 
48. (Nanda [261. Theorem 7); 
A £ ( M Q ( P ) , CQ) iff (34.2), (48.1) hold. 
(48.1) for every integer N > 1, 
, n+m-l l/pk 
Sup I ~ E a.. I N < CO, for all n. 
m,k ^ j=n J*^  
38 : 
4 9 . (Nanda and Nayak [ 2 9 1 . Theorem 3 ) ; 
A€.{f.^,v) = ( c , v ) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , (34 .1)» (49 .1) h o l d . 
(49 .1 ) t he re e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t K > 0 , such t h a t , for every n, 
, n+m-1 
m: k "" j=n ^^ 
50. (Nanda and Nayak [ 2 9 ] . Theorem5l.2)t 
A e ( v , 0 ) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , ( 3 4 . 1 ) , (50 .1 ) ho ld . 
A ^ ( v , v ; P ) i f f ( 3 4 . 2 ) , ( 3 4 . 3 ) , (50.1) h o l d . 
r , n+m-1 
( 5 0 . 1 ) E | Z ^ Z a. . 1 ^ K, ( r , n = 1 ,2 , ) . 
5 1 . (Savas [ 3 7 1 . Theorem 4 ) ; 
A £ ( ^ J p ) , v ) i f f ( 3 3 . 2 ) , (51 .1) ho ld . 
( 5 1 . 1 ) fo r every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
•] n+m-1 1 / p k 
E S I - I a^ul N < oo, uniformly in n, 
m k j=n ^^ 
52 . (Savas [ 3 7 l , Theorem 2 . 3 ) ; 
A e ( c ( p ) , v) i f f ( 3 3 . 3 ) , ( 3 4 . 1 ) , (52 .1) ho ld . 
A e ( c ( p ) , v;P) i f f ( 3 4 . 2 ) , ( 3 4 . 3 ) , (52 .1) ho ld . 
( 5 2 , 1 ) the re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1, such t h a t 
2 n+m-1 - l / p k 
m k '" j=n ^^ 
39 
5 3 . (Savas [ 3 7 ] , Coro l l a ry 2 ) t 
A 
A € { C Q ( P ) , V) i f f ( 3 3 . 3 ) , (52 .1 ) h o l d . 
54, (Ahmad and Saraswat [3], Theorem 4.1); 
A€,(& , £ ) iff (54.1) holds. 
(54.1) Sup Z ja(n,k,m)l < «, 
n,m k 
where 
1 m j j-1 
a(n,k,m) = ni(m-n) ^ JLa(o (n) , k) - a((j (n)»k)] 
55, (Ahmad and Saraswat [3], Theorem 4.2): 
A&djp), I J iff (55.1) holds. 
(55.1) for every integer N > 1, 
1/pk 
Sup £ ja(n,k,m)j N < «. 
n,m k 
56. (Saraswat [36], Theorem 4.4); 
AEic^ip), t j iff (56.1) holds. 
(56.1) there exists an integer N > 1, such that 
-l/pk Pm 
Sup [£ I a(n,k,m) | N ] < «. 
n,m k 
: 40 
57. (Ahmad and Saraswat [3], Theorem 4.3); 
A6(f(p), I ) iff (57.1) or (57.2) holds. 
(57.1) there exists an integer N > 1, such that 
Sup E |a(n,k,m) | '^  N "^  < «, 
n,m k 
^ Pk ^k 
Pk 
(57.2) Sup |a(n,k,m)| < ~, (0 < pj^  <. 1) . 
n>m 
58. (Schaefer [39l. Theorem 3); 
Ae.(2 , c) iff (1.1), (58.1), (58.2) hold. 
oo 
oo ^ 
(58.i; a^ j^ j - ^a^^J^^j^ 
m .1 
(58.2) lim E I E [ a(o (n) , k) - a. ] | | (m+l) = 0, 
m k j=0 ^ 
uniformly in n, where a, = o - lim a/UN• 
59. (Schaefer [39], Theorem 1.2): 
a 
A^(c,c) iff (1.1), (58.1), (59.1) hold. 
a 
A6(c,c;P) iff (1.1), (59.2), (59.3) hold, 
(59.1) a = (E a„^)„^,€ c , 
41 
(59 .2 ) s./ s^C with c j - l imi t zero fo r a l l k, 
a 
(59 .3 ) afeC with a - l i m i t + 1 . 
60. (Mursaleen [20], Theorem 2,1. 2.2): 
a 
A6,(v,c) iff (58.1), (59.1), (60.1) hold. 
a 
A^(v,c,P) iff (59.2), (59.3), (60.1) hold. 
(60.1) Sup I S t (n,k,m)| < «, (r,n = 1,2, ), 
m k=r 
where 
• m J * m J 
t (n,k,m) = Z a(er(n) ,k)/(m+l) , a„. = a(n,k). j=0 
61. (Ahmad and Mursaleen [2], Theorem 3)t 
&{t_{p), c) iff (58.1), (61.1), (61.2) hole 
oo 
(61.1) Sup Z |t (n,k,m)| < «>, for every n, 
m k 
(61.2) for all integers N > 1, and a].^ C, 
lim £ la(n,k,m) - a. | = 0, uniformly in n 
m k ^ 
62. (Ahmad and Mursaleen [2"). Theorem 1,2); 
a 
A^(c(p), C) iff (58.1), (59.1), (62.1) hold. 
a 
A£(c(p),C;P) iff (59.2), (59.3), (62.1) hold. 
: 42 : 
-1/pk 
(62,1) Sup Z jt (n,k,m)| N < «, for every n. 
m k 
63. (Ahmad and Mursaleen [2], Corollary to Theorem 1): 
G 
A £ ( C Q ( P ) , C) iff (58.1), (62.1) hold. 
64. (Mursaleen [22], Theorem 3.1): 
A^(L(p), c) iff (58.1), (64.1)<==» (58.1), (64.2) hold. 
(64 .1 ) t he re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t , f o r a l l n , 
^k "^k 
Sup E | t * ( n , k , m ) | N < « , ( 1 < p. < »>) , 
m k ^ 
( 1 / p ^ + 1/q^ = 1 ) , 
( 64 .2 ) Sup i t * ( n , k , m ) | < « , (0 < p. < 1) . 
m,k ^ " 
6 5 . (Mursaleen [22]^ Theorem 3 . 2 ) : 
O 
A€(Mjj (p) , c) i f f ( 5 8 . 1 ) , (65 .1 ) ho ld . 
(65.1) for every integer N > 1 
Sup |t (n,k,m)l N < «, for all n. 
m,k 
66 . (Mursaleen [ 2 1 ] , Theorem 2 . 3 ) ; 
a 
Ae{\N , c) (1 1 p < oo) i f f ( 5 8 . 1 ) , ( 5 9 . 1 ) , (66 .1 ) ho ld . 
a 
A € ( w ,C;P) (0 < p < oo) i f f ( 5 9 . 2 ) , ( 5 9 . 3 ) , (66 .1 ) ho ld . 
: 43 : 
(66 .1 ) Sup E 2 ( E I t ( n , k , m ) | ) < » , for a l l n 
6 7 . (Mursaleen [ 2 l 1 , Theorem 1 ) ; 
a 
A £ ( W ( P ) , C ) i f f ( 5 8 . 1 ) , ( 5 9 . 1 ) , (67 .1) h o l d . 
(67 .1) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t fo r every n , 
r - 1 ^/Pk ^ 
Sup E max (2 N ) | t ( n , k , m ) | < oo, 
"^  =^<^  2^<k<2^+l 
(0 < p^ 1 1 ) . 
68. (Mursaleen [23], Chapter V, Theorem 3); 
f) a a 
A€1(L , v) = (c,v) iff (68.1), (68.2), (68.3) hold. 
OO 
(68.1) there exists a constant K, such that 
Z E |t*(n,k,m)| ^ K, for all n, 
m k 
(68 .2) l im t (n ,k ,m) = a. , uni formly in n, tt]^^ ^» 
m 
(68 .3) l im E | t (n ,k ,m) - a. | = 0 , uniformly in n . 
m k ^ 
69. (Mursaleen [23l, Chapter 2. Theorem 2(a). 2(b); 
a 
A^(v,v) iff (68.2), (69.1), (69.2) hold. 
a 
A G ( V , V ; P ) iff (68.2), (69.1) with a^ = 0 
for each k, (69.2) with a = 1, hold. 
: 44 : 
(69 .1 ) the re e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t K, such t h a t 
r • 
E I E t ( n ,k ,m) j < K, ( r , n = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) , 
m k=0 
it-
(69.2) lim Z t (n,k,m) = a, uniformly in n, 
m k 
where 
a = a-lim (a), a = ( a^ ) = i \ - \^i^ 
70. (Sirajudeen [41]. Theorem 2); 
A€(f (p). t (q)) iff (70.1) holds. 
(70.1) for every integer M > 1, 
1/Pk % 
Sup (S |a . I M ) < ~. 
n k "•^  
71. (Sirajudeen [41]. Theorem 4); 
A^d (p), c(q)) iff (71.1), (71.2), (71.3) hold, 
(71.1) for every integer M > 1, 
Sup Z I a^ . I M < «, 
n k "•^  
(71 .2 ) the re e x i s t s a. G C, such t h a t 
l im | a • - a. I = 0 , for each k, 
_ n , K K 
(71 .3 ) l im l im Sup (E |a„ . - a. | M ) = 0, 
M m ,^  n,ic K 
: 45 : 
72. (Sirajudeen [41], Theorem 3); 
A ^ ( ^ (p), c^(q)) iff (72.1) holds. 
(72.1) for every integer M > 1, 
(2 |a^ . I M '^  ) > 0 as n > «. 
k "'"^  
7 3 . (Na t r a l an [ 3 0 l ) ; 
A € ( c ( p ) , c^(q) ) i f f ( 7 3 . 1 ) , ( 7 3 . 2 ) , (73 .3) h o l d . 
o 
q ^n 
(73 .1 ) | a ^ . | > 0 , n > » ( k = 0 , l , ) , 
(73 .2 ) 12 a^. I > 0 , n > «> ( k = 0 , l , ) , 
k "'^ 
(73 .3 ) l im l im Sup (Z | a „ . j M ) = 0 , (k = 0 , 1 , ) 
M m k "'^ 
7 4 . i^addq^ [1,91); 
A G ( c ^ ( p ) , C^(q)) i f f ( 7 4 . 1 ) , (74 .2 ) ho ld . 
q 
(74 .1 ) | a „ . l " — > 0 (n > « , each k) , "nki 
- ^ / P k ^n 
(74 .2 ) l im l im Sup (E l a ^ . j N ) = 0 . 
N n k ""^  
75. (Mursaleen and Zaidi [24l); 
A 
Aeit ( p ) , (. ( p ) ) i f f (75 .1 ) h o l d s . 
: 46 : 
(75.1) for every integer N > 1, 
Sup-j E I t(n,k,m) | N ^ y < «. 
m,n t k J 
76. (Zaidi [451. Corollary 3.5.1); 
A 
A€(2jp)' L(q)) iff (76.1) holds. 
oo 
(76.1) for every integer N > 1, 
^/Pk^^m 
Sup j E I t(n,k,m) | N C 
m,n t k J 
77. (Zaidi [451. Corollary 4.6.1): 
A€.{i (p), c(q)) iff (77.1), (77.2), (77.3) hold. 
CO ' 
(77.1) Sup E |a (n,k,m)| M < «, for every integer M > 1, n, 
m k 
(77.2) lira |a (n,k,m) - a.] = 0 , uniformly in n, a.e C, 
m 
^/Pk ^m 
(77.3) lira lim Sup ( E |a (n,k,m) - a. | M ) = 0, 
M m k '^ 
where 
a^ = L - lima^ . and K n, k 
• 1 m 
a (n,k,m) = :^^ 2 a(n+j,k), a(n,k) = a^ j^ . 
78. (Sridhar [42]. Theorem 2); 
Ae(c(p), C^(q)) iff (78.1), (78.2), (78.3) hold, 
P€£; qeL • 
47 : 
• m 
(78.1) lim |a (n,k,m)| = 0 , lc,n =0,1»2, , 
m 
* *^m 
(78.2) lim |E a (n»k,m)| = 0 , n =0,1, , 
m k 
(78.3) lim lim Sup (Z ja*(n,k,m)1 M ) = 0, (n = 0,1,..) 
M m k 
79. (Sridhar [42], Theorem 1); 
A e(c.o(p), c^(q)) iff (78.1), (78.3) hold. 
80. (Zaidi [45J); 
A €.i^Jp), tjp)) iff (80.1) holds, 
(80.1) for every integer N > 1, 
r ^/Pk^Pm 
Sup < S ja(n,k,m)| N <» < ~. 
m,n C k j 
81. (Ahmad and Saraswat [31): 
Ae(Co(p), I j P ) ) iff (81.1) holds. 
-1/Pk . Pm 
(81.1) for every integer M > 1 
Sup / Z la(n,k,m) | M * I < «.. 
m,n ? k J 
82. (Zaidi [451. Theorem 3 .3 .1 ) ; 
A e d ( p ) . f (q)) iff (82.1) holds, 
: 48 
(82 .1) for every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
Sup ) E | a ( n , k , m ) | N ' ^ ^ " 
m,n ( k 
8 3 . ( Z a l d i [ 4 5 ] . Theorem 4 . 3 . 1 ) ; 
A^U ( p ) , c ( q ) ) i f f ( 8 3 . 1 ) , ( 8 3 . 2 ) , (83 .3 ) hold fo] 
oo 
p.qeC • 
(83 .1 ) for every i n t e g e r M > 1, 
Sup E I t (n ,k ,m) l M < « , f o r every n , 
m k 
• *^ m 
(83.2) lim |t (n,k,m) - a^^l = 0 uniformly in n, 
m 
for each k, 
* k^ ^m 
(83.3) lim lim Sup (E jt (n,k,m) - a. | M ) = 0 , 
M m k "^  
where 
«k = -^^ "^^  ^ n,k-

CHAPTER-III 
SOME CONVERSE PROBLEMS ON MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS IN 
SEQUENCE SPACES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall follow the definitions and notations of 
preceding Chapters. 
The following characterization theorem is well-known. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Lorentz [17], Theorem 7): 
An infinite regular matrix A is strongly regular iff 
it is translative, that is, 
n > oo K 
A simple proof of this result is given by PETERSEN ([31] ; 
Theorem 3.2.2). 
The main object of the present chapter is to discuss 
some invariants of the above theorem. 
3.2, In this section we collect some auxiliary results 
in the form of lemmas which are used in proving the theorems of 
this chapter, dealt within section 3.3. 




Lemma 3.2.1 (Maddox [18]. Chapter 7. Theorem 1); 
A 6 ( C ^ , C ^ ) iff 
(i) Sup S la . ) < «, 
n k "'^  
(ii) lim a . = 0 for each k €. IN. 
n—> oo "*^  
Lemma 3.2.2 (Hardy [ll1 . Chapter 3. Theorem 1); 
Ae(c,c) iff 
(i) Sup E la , I < CO, 
n k "'^  
(ii) lim E a . = a exists for each p£ IN 
n k=p ""^  P 
Lemma 3.2.3 (Hardy [111. Chapter 3); 
A £(c^,c) iff 
(i) Sup E I a^ . 1 < oo, 
n k ""^  
( i i ) t h e r e e x i s t s ct i ,^ C, such t h a t a. = l im a 
n—> oo 
exists for each k^ IN. 
Lemma 3.2.4 (Hardy [ill. Chapter 3. Theorem 3); 
^£{1. c) iff 
: 51 : 
(i) E \^r^\r\ coHverges uniformly in nGIN, 
k ^^ 
and 
( i i ) l im a . e x i s t s fo r each f i xed k€. IN. 
n ^^ 
3 . 3 . In t h i s s e c t i o n we prove the fo l lowing theorems 
due to BEHERA [ 4 ] . 
Theorem 3 . 3 . 1 . 
A Gio^.c^) iff 
( i ) Sup Z 1 a . I < ~, 
n k "'^ 
( i i ) l im a . = 0 , f o r each k6 . |N , 
n—> oo 
and 
( i l l ) l im Z | a „ ^ - a^ ^^jl = 0 . 
n—> oo K 
Proof; Suf f i cency and n e c e s s i t y of ( i i i ) fo l lows from 
the proof of the Theorem 3 . 1 . 1 due to P e t e r s e n . The n e c e s s i t y 
of ( i ) and ( i i ) fo l lows from the i n c l u s i o n (c » c ) C_.(c , c ) 
and Lemma 3 . 2 . 1 . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3 . 3 . 2 . 
A € ( c , c ) i f f 
: 52 : 
(i) Sup Z |a , < CO, 
n k "'^  
(ii) there exists oCv^  ^  such that a^ = lim a^ ^^  exists 
n—> °o 
fo r each k€. IN, 
( i i i ) t h e r e e x i s t s a S. t such t h a t 
a = l im £ a . e x i s t s fo r each K ^ I N , 
rY-» CO k ""^ 
and 
( iv) I j ^ |b^ , - b^ ^^,1 = 0 , 
n — • > CO 
where 
b , = a , - a, . 
nk nk k 
Proof; The n e c e s s i t y of ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( iv) fo l lows 
from the i n c l u s i o n ( c , c ) CII(c , c) and the Lemma 3 . 2 . 2 . 
We prove the n e c e s s i t y of ( i i i ) . Le t ( t . ) and (x ) 
be such t h a t ( t . ) £ . \ . and t „ = x, + Xo + + x^. 
K «> n 1 z n 
Then (x^)£,c . This follows since 
n o 
P > oo P 
lin, ^ W l ^ ^ ^ VI-V2)^---^^VP-1 - VP>2) 
By Abel's partial summation, 
p-1 
(3.3.1) Z a„^ X, = I A a 1, X, + a„ 
k=l ^^ k ,^ =1 ^  nk k n ^ x„. 
P P 
• <=, 53 : 
The second term on the right of (3.3.1) tends to zero as 
p > 00, by condition (i) and so 
^ n^k '^ic ~ ^  ^ n^k k^ ^°^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ IN. 
By hypothesis, Ax £ c and hence (-Aa^ .) = (a . - a^  ,^,) 
nk nK n,k+i 
is a Schur matrix. It follows by Lemma 3.2,4 that the series 
^ I^ nk " n^ k+1^ converges uniformly in n. Also 
S |a,| < oo, by considition (i) . This implies that the 
series 
I ' V - «k ^  "'k+l - ^ n,k+ll 
also converges uniformly in n. The necessity of (ii) yields, 
^^nk - «k^ "• ^"'k+l - ^n,k+P 0 as n > «, so that 
lim E |a^^ - a^ + a^^^ - a^ ^^J = 0. 
n—> oo k 
This proves the necessity of (iii). 
Sufficiency: Suppose that the conditions (i) - (iii) 
hold. Let t^ = Z b^^ x^, where b^^ = a^^ - a^. 
Now, 
P ,!p <^nk * "n.k-l * * "n.k-p+l' ''k - *n 
: 54 : 
= 4 E (b u + b 
k=p nk " n , k - l 
+b , , - p b , ) X, 
n,k--p+l ^ nk'^  k 
p -1 
so t h a t 
i l^ (^k - ^,k-i - -^  ^ ,k-p+l^ V ^ n ' 
< 5!!LJlkl ^z^ i b ^ , . b^^,, , -^ ,k -p . i - p ^1 
p - i 
+ S lb, 
k=l nk' ' " k ' 
Sup | x . I ~ . p -1 ^ , P-1 . I l l 
^ S E (b ^ i - b ) | + Z b 1 Ix I 
P k=p j = l "'"^"^ " ' '^ k=l ^^ ^ 
For every fixed j . 
i p l^n,k-J - ^ki i i p I i , ^^,k-r - ^ ,k . r . l ) | 
1 J ^ •'"n k-k=l ^*^ 1 - ^ k l ' 
where by convention b^ Q = a^  ^  - a^  = 0, 
so that 
| t - - E (b^ + b ^ . , + . 
" P k=p n,k-l 
Sup |x. I P-1 . 
1 — T - ^ .^.i^l^.ic-i-^ 
^ ^ n^.k-p+P'^ ki 
kl ^ J ' I'^ nkl I'^ kl 
: 55 : 
rymm 1 
(3.3.2) < KI |b„^, . , - b„^| ^ l^^ lb„J 1x^1. 
The f i r s t and the second terms on the r i g h t of ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) tend to 
zero by ( i i i ) and ( i i ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Thus, i t fo l lows t h a t 
oo 
( 3 . 3 . 3 ) Um | t ^ - E (b^^ + b _^ + • • • • • ^ ^ , k - p + P ^k' = ° 
n—> oo k=p 
Also , for each k, 
( 3 . 3 . 4 ) E b^^ (x^ + -H x^^p_,) - ^E^^  ( b ^ , ^ b ^ ^ ^ . , + 
**• '^n,k-p+l^'^k 
= •^'n.l '^l •" ^ ^ , 1 -^  ^ , 2 ^ ' ^ 2 ^ • • • - ^ ( ^ n , l - ' '"^ ^ , k - l ^ \ - l 
> 0 as n > oo, by cond i t i on ( i i ) . The e q u a t i o n s ( 3 . 3 . 3 ) 
and ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) y i e l d , 
l im | t ^ - ^ Z b^^ (x^ + + X ) | = 0 , 
n — > oo f^  k 
for every p . Suppose t h a t (x. ) i s a lmost convergent to s 
Then, fo r every £ > 0 , t he re i s p€. IN such t h a t , 
I i ^ \ ^ k^+1 •*• -^  '^ k+p-l^  - 1^ < & • 
By ( i ) , M = Sup E l b , I < oo. 
n k 
: 56 : 
Now, we have 
and 
so t h a t 
Xi + X. , , + + X. . , - S) ^ 
Then 
J, nk ^ . p 
^^k ^ ^ k + 1 -^  -^  ^k+p- l^ 
I ^ k p - ^ I ^ k l < ^ S 
I t follows tha t 
^n - ^ ^^  V l ^ l*n - i I ^ \ "• ^k4-l ^ -^  '^k+p-l) 
1 ^^^ ^ k (^k -^  ^k+1 -^  -^  ^k+p-P - 5 \ ^ k l ' 
so t h a t 
l im Sup | t ^ - S 'E b^j^j < M g , 
m k 
which impl i e s t h a t 
Thus 
*n = \ ^ k ^k = \ ^nk '^ k - ^^  «k ^k — ^ « - ^ «k 
^a"" k ^"1^ ^k = ^ % ^k -^  "^  - ^^  «k-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
: 57 : 
Theorem 3.3.3. 
A 6 ( C ^ , C ) iff (i), (ii) and (iv) of the Theorem 3.3.2 
hold. 
Proof. The proof of the sufficiency part is similar 
to that of Theorem 3.3.2 with s = 0. Proof of the necessity 
of (iv) also holds in this. That the conditions (i) -^ nd (ii) 
are necessary follows from the inclusion (c ,c)Cr(.^ o'^ ^ ^^^ 
Lemma 3.2,2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We conclude this chapter with an observation that 
O oo oo oo oo 

CHAPTER-IV 
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS IN SEMI REPLETE SPACES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we discuss certain results concerning 
matrix transformations in semi replete spaces, recently studied 
by RAO and SRINIVASALU [34]. 
^''^' NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In addition to the notations and definitions given in 
the preceding chapters, we follow the following: 
Definition 4.2.1, (See [33]): 
The Hahn sequence space (introduced by H. Hahn) is the 
BK-space h of all sequences x =^^y.} such that 
oo 
(i) E '^ l^ k " ^k+l' converges, 
and 
(ii) lim X. = 0. 
k—>oo ^ 
Suppose X is a sequence space. Then we define 
r 1 n 
a(X) =-J (xj^ ): s = (s^)GX, where s^ =-^ Z Xj^ , n=l,2,. 
If X has the norm || . | | , then a(X) has the induced 
norm j) xjl = H s l ) . I t i s known t h a t h has AK-property and 
: 59 : 
hP = aiij, (See [9 ] ) . 
Defini t ion 4 .2 .2 . 
An FK-space X i s said to be r ep l e t e with h iff 
h d X . 
Definition 4 . 2 . 3 . 
An FK-space X containing (J) i s said to be a semi 
r ep le t e (or s r ) space i f f 
xt:cT({. j . 
' oo 
Here, X denotes the functional dual of X (See [44], page 105) 
Suppose that X is replete with h, that is h d X . Then 
C^ h . But h = ail. ). Hence, we justify the prefix 'semi'. X' 
Definition 4.2.4. 
An FK-space X containing (j) i s said to be a semi 
conservative (or sc) space iff 
X ^ d cs. 
Definition 4.2.5. (Wiiansky [44], page 141): 
An FK-space X containing (() is said to be a semi cesaro 
conservative (or sec) space iff 
X^CZoic). 
: 60 : 
Remark 4.2.6. 
Every semi conservative -pace is a semi cesaro 
conservative space, but the converse need not be true. 
Example 4,2.7. 
Consider the space cs. 
(cs)^ = bvc:i.0(c), 
where bv =4 (Xj^ ) J Z ^^k" ^k+l' ^^ convergent >. 
Hence, cs is a semi cesaro conservative space. 
But 
(cs) = bv rrlcs, 
so that cs is not a semi conservative space. 
Remark 4.2.8. 
Every semi cesaro conservative space is a semi replete 
space, but the converse need not be true. 
Example 4.2.9, 
Consider the space bv. 
(bv)^  = hsczodj, 
where bs 
oo 
=J (x.) : Sup 1 S X. I exists V. 
^ *^  n k=l "^  J 
: 61 : 
But 
bv is not a semi cesaro conservative space. 
Example 4.2.10. 
Consider the space h . h has AK-property and 
h^ = aiijf where h^ i s the p -dua l of h ( see [ 9 ] ) . 
Thus ( s ee [ 4 4 ] , Page 106) , 
oo 
and hence, h is a semi replete space. 
Because, 
citjC^aic), 
h is not a semi cesaro conservative space. 
Definition 4.2.11-
Let X be a sr—space containing 1. We call X a 
conull sr-space iff 
el-"j > e weakly. 
Here, e^"-^ = ( 1 , 1 , »0 ,0 , ) , where 1 occurs in the 
f i r s t n - p l a c e , and e = ( 1 , 1 , ) . 
: 62 : 
A sr-space containing 1 which is not conull i s 
ca l led coregular s r - space . 
Let i^ be an FK-space containing (j) and l e t i t s f-dual 
be denoted by A , tha t i s , 
Definition 4.2.12. 
An FK-space X containing ({) i s ca l led semi r ep l e t e 
with \x (or s r (n) , for short) i ff 
We sometimes use the term sr(n)-space for a space which is 
semi r ep l e t e with ^i. 
We assume formally tha t X^ i s a normed l inea r space 
with a norm say, || . || . Then, for any sequence z, (z" ,p) has 
AK-property (see [ 4 4 ] ) . Here the sequence p of seminorms is 
given by p = ( ? „ : n = 0 , 1 , I. 
with 
P Q C X ) = II x - z | l » 
P|^(x) = Ixj^l , k = 1,2 , 
where 
x . z = (xj^z^) , X 6; Z ^ . 
63 : 
For any k such t h a t 2. 7^  0 , p. may be o m i t t e d . I f z C (J), 
p may be o m i t t e d . 
The space A i s s a i d to be p - p e r f e c t i f f 
4»3» In t h i s s e c t i o n we s t a t e some lemmas which a re 
used in proying the theorems d e a l t w i t h i n s e c t i o n 4 . 4 . 
Lemma 4 . 3 . 1 . If Y i s an FK-space c o n t a i n i n g X and 
i f X i s a s r ( n ) - s p a c e , then , Y i s a l s o a s r ( ^ ) - s p a c e . 
Lemma 4 . 3 . 2 . Suppose A i s a p - p e r f e c t s p a c e . Then 
z C / i i f zP i s a s r ( t i ) - s p a c e . 
Lemma 4 . 3 . 3 . Suppose A i s a p - p e r f e c t space , wi th /\^ 
having AK-proper ty . Then, }>^ i s the s m a l l e s t s r ( n ) - s p a c e . 
I^ emma 4.3.4« The fo l lowing are e q u i v a l e n t for an FK-space 
X Conta in ing (|): 
(A) X. i s a s r ( n ) - s p a c e , whenever A € ( X : X ) . 
( B ) X i s a s r ( i i ) - s p a c e . 
Lemma 4.3.5» Let A be a p - p e r f e c t space with X having 
AK-proper ty . Suppose X i s an FK-space s a t i s f y i n g 




For the proof of these lemmas references may be made to 
RAO and SRINIVASALU [34]. 
4,4. In this section we prove the following theorems 
due to RAO and SRINIVASALU [34], 
Theorem 4.4.1. 
If t he re i s an FK-space X such t h a t X. i s s r ( n ) 
and i f A i s p - p e r f e c t then rows of A l i e in A * 
Proof . Let r be any row of A. Then 
But X. i s a s r ( | j , ) - space . Consequent ly , by Lemma 4 . 3 . 1 , 
rP i s sr(p.) . 
Hence, by Lemma 4 . 3 . 2 , T ^ /\ • 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 4 . 4 . 2 . 
Suppose A is a p-perfect space. Suppose, its p-dual 
y^ has AK-property. Then ^^ is the only space such that 
(4.4.1) X. is sr(iA) iff A6(X:X). 
: 65 : 
Proof* First we shall show that ^^ satisfies (4.4.1). 
By Lemma 4.3.5, (C) ==> (D). We shall prove (D) = ^ (C) 
for the case X = X^ • Suppose /\° is sr(^) then by 
A 
Lemma 4 . 3 . 3 , X^CZ^ • Thus AC{ X^ : X^) = (X:X) . Thus, 
A 
under the p r e s e n t h y p o t h e s i s , (C) <• > (D) h o l d s , t h a t i s , 
(C) and ( D ) are e q u i v a l e n t . Now, in this case X = X » by 
Lemma 4 . 3 . 3 , X ^^ ^ s r ( n ) - s p a c e . Hence, us ing Lemma 4 . 3 . 4 
with X = X » w® see t h a t 
(A) < > (B) < > (D) < > (C) 
or in other words, 
" X is a sr(n)-space, whenever A ^ ( X * ^ ) " t 
A 
iff 




y\^ is a sr(n)-space iff A G O ? : X^) • 
Thus (4.4.1) is satisfied in the case X = X • 
Secondly, it remains to prove that the only space which 
is sr(^) , satisfying (4.4.1) is / \ * 
: 66 
If X were an FK-space c o n t a i n i n g ^ such t h a t 
(4.4.2) X+ X^ 
s a t i s f y i n g ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) , then 
A ^ ( X : X ) , whenever X. i s sr(|i,) . 
By Lemma 4 . 3 . 5 , we have 
(4.4.3) xczy^ 
But, by Lemma 4 . 3 . 3 , 
(4.4.4) X^cirx 
Thus (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) give X = ^^, contradicting (4.4.2) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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